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Green River Clouds

DAY PADDLES
LATE SUMMER, 2019
FULL MOON PADDLE
AUGUST 16, 2019
Everyone was already at the East Boat Ramp when
Trip Leader Sue Hughes got there a little after 8:00 PM,
and the group was on the water before 8:30.
The sun had set at 7:54, but because of the clouds
there hadn’t been much of a sunset. It stayed light
enough to see fairly well until past nine o’clock. There
was some lightning, but it was all cloud-to-cloud. It
sprinkled but the wind did not blow, although there
were some pretty good swells over by the picnic area.
The moon rose at 8:55, but was hidden behind the
clouds. They finally cleared away as the group was
heading back to the put-in at about 10:00. It was disappointing that the moonlight got magical just as people
were ready to call it a night; maybe next year the clouds will cooperate for the whole evening.
The paddlers were: Sandy Carlsen and Harold Christopher, Marsha Dougherty, Gregg Goodrich and Anna Troth,
Sue Hughes, and Brian Hunter.

HORSETOOTH RESERVOIR PADDLE,
AUGUST 17, 2019

AND

FINE PATIO DINING

The email said, “Join Jud for this fun paddle on Horsetooth. It is really full this year and just beautiful. If
nothing else, come up to join us at his house for an après-paddle pulled pork snack.”
A dozen people RSVP’d and were at the 10:00 put-in. That part of the day went smoothly: no one got lost on the
way or forgot to pay their entrance fee, and there wasn’t the jockeying for space on the ramp and the shore
from other paddlers that they’d experienced the year before.
They paddled down to the first cove on the west; unlike some years, the reservoir was full enough to go back in
and explore. It was full of SUP paddlers and calm, but that didn’t last long.
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In the calm of the first cove

WHAM! On their way out into the body of the reservoir to go around to the next cove the wind began to blow
really hard, so hard that the group turned back toward the dam! Brian said, “I am sure the highest gusts were
30-35mph. There is no doubt in my mind that the wind where we turned around was over 30mph. I saw two
different kayaks trying to paddle forward into that wind—they were going backward.”
The group’s first thought was to paddle along the dam and then along the east side of the reservoir, which
seemed to be in the lee. As they waited in a cove to the east of the put-in, the direction of the wind changed
several times, and that plan was scrapped.
To add to the excitement while they waited, a paddler got blown over. She and her rescuer demonstrated a
perfect assisted T-rescue. It was clear both of them had been at the pool practicing almost every session all
winter ! Another prepared member used his contact tow to bring a SUP back to shore.
The wind didn’t die down and the decision was made to get off the water. As they left the protected corner of
the dam and came around the point headed for the ramp, the wind was blowing so hard that only six people made
it. Others tried but had to return to the protection of the corner of the dam.
Two boaters pulled out at that point and walked their boats up to the parking lot. When the wind died down a
little, the other four rounded the point and came back to the ramp. Everyone helped hold boats in place on each
other’s saddles so they wouldn’t fly off before they could be strapped down.
Of course, just as they got the boats tied down on the cars, the dark clouds generating the wind moved on, the
sun and blue skies came out and it was perfect paddling weather.
It was too late; everyone had their minds set on lunch by then, and they elected to not put in again but head over
to Jud’s house. He passed out directions and they adjourned for his pulled pork sandwiches, Sandy’s homemade
baked beans, Brian’s coleslaw, and Joy’s sweet potato casserole and brownies. The paddle had been too short,
but the food and visiting were as good as always.
The dozen who enjoyed the adventure were: Sandy Carlsen and Harold Christopher, Marsha Dougherty,
Karen and Jim Dlouhy, Joy Farquhar, Tim Fletcher, Sue Hughes, Brian Hunter, Jud Hurd, Steve Tomchek and
prospective member Julianne Schempf.
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TUESDAY AFTER-WORK
MCINTOSH LAKE IN LONGMONT
As the summer wound down, so did these paddles. One was cancelled because of heavy rain, but at 6:30 it
turned out to be a lovely evening. That’s Colorado weather! The last one, the end of September, found only
Sue Hughes paddling around getting ready for the Hudson Valley trip. By that late in the year, the sun sets
early enough that there isn’t much time from the 6:00 start until it’s getting dark enough to be putting boats on
cars, which is a good criterion for ending the season.

2ND AND 4TH WEDNESDAY PADDLES,
CHATFIELD RESERVOIR
On our last Wednesday paddle at Chatfield State Park, leaders Brian Hunter and Clark Strickland were joined
by three other RMSKC members and also Chris Arcenaux, a guest paddler from the Houston Association of Sea
Kayakers. We were blessed with perfect weather—temperatures in the 70s, clear skies, calm winds, lots of
waterfowl and a nearly empty Chatfield Lake.
Paddlers were on the water a few minutes after 10:00 and we paddled south toward Kingfisher Cove. Chatfield
was so low, about 6 feet below the historic normal pool, that Kingfisher was not a cove, but rather a pond, with
extensive mud flats extending into the lake from the islands and shoals that usually characterize that part of
the lake. There was good flow of 58° water at the Platte inlet, but low lake levels meant that we could not navigate
even as far as the usual mouth of the river. We paddled to the sand bluffs for lunch and then past the marina,
along the dam to the boat launch and back to the put in at Eagle Cove.
This was a fine end to our Wednesday paddles at Chatfield State Park. We hope for more water in future
years; the new normal pool after the nearly-completed construction activities should be almost 20 feet higher
than the water levels that we experienced.

EDITOR’S RANT: Two or three times a year I find photos of
kayakers paddling without PFDs. Anthem Blue Cross had a
retirement-age couple launching in just cotton t-shirts. The
photo to the right was in a recent National Geographic travel
magazine. I call to enlighten the clueless, but I’m not sure
they take “50% chance of swimming 50 yards in 50° water”
seriously.

EDITOR’S CHEERFUL PLEA: We have the Steering Committee
posts fill for 2020, but please consider volunteering for one of
the openings that will be announced for 2021. None of the
positions is terribly time consuming and the person you’d be
replacing will be willing to help you learn the ropes. And we
only meet a couple of times a year.
I value having gotten to know the Board members over the
years; it’s been a wonderful way to be involved and we have
such a good time!
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STILLWATER CANYON ON

THE

GREEN, II

LAST WEEK OF AUGUST, 2019
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IN

RMSKC’S KAYAK CAMPING
UTAH’S RED ROCKS COUNTRY

Over the years, the club has done four trips, on two rivers,
all with easy-going leader Tim Fletcher. Here’s the history:
In 2016, we paddled the lower portion of the Green, called
Stillwater Canyon, from Mineral Bottom (west of Moab) to
Spanish Bottom, past the Confluence. Read about it in
Issue 24-2b of The Mountain Paddler on our website.
In 2017 we went down the Colorado from Moab to Spanish
Bottom; see the 25-2b issue.
The paddle we did last year was on the upper portion of the
Green, known as Labyrinth Canyon. That trip put in at Crystal Geyser south of the town of Green River, and took
out at Mineral Bottom. This is the only section that doesn’t need a jet boat shuttle back up the Colorado River.
You’ll find that account in Mountain Paddler 26-2b.

KAYAK CAMPING
SIMILAR

ON THE

GREEN RIVER, 2019

TO PAST TRIPS: The lower portion of the Green

this year was a lot like all our other Utah river trips. We
had easy paddling, with hot days and cool and starry nights,
the water was too silty to filter but good for cooling off,
WagBagging got old, the wind caused problems, but only
after we were off the water, service from Tex’s Waterways
was seamless, the camaraderie was wonderful, and a fine
time was had by all.

The Green River in Red Rocks Country,
where not all the rocks are red
and the water isn’t usually this green

NEW

IN 2019: We enjoyed an easier launch
because the put-in at Mineral Bottom had a
section of the bank scraped out by a backhoe
to make the slope more gradual than last year.

Jetboat pickup:
never a hitch, always exciting
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ALSO

NEW THIS YEAR: It had been a wet spring, so the mosquitos were worse than previous trips, and the high

water meant that some places we’d camped, and some islands on the maps, were completely missing. The good
news was it seemed there weren’t as many shallow places to avoid, or maybe we were better at watching for them?
Bernie drove from California in his new Tesla. It was
amazing: he used his phone to start it, and it could
turn itself on to run the air-conditioning if the storage
batteries needed to be cooled. The best part: charging
for 2100 miles cost him $158.
Marsha planned a birthday celebration, with hors
d’oeuvres and a blow-up doll reminiscent of indecent
ones seen on an earlier trip.

Charging the Tesla

Naked Kayak Man,
a gift to be remembered

Shortly after this photo was taken
the photographer started to sink, too

Although the waterfall wasn’t running, Water
Canyon was wetter than before; we almost lost
people in the man-eating mud. On the hike back
out, everyone picked up sticks and brush to make
a bridge over the worst of it.

John and Tim
trying to climb up to the lip of the dry waterfall
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PEOPLE

NEW TO RIVER CAMPING: Participants Bernie Dahlen, Dick Dieckman, Marsha Dougherty, Tim Fletcher,

Jud Hurd and Sue Hughes had done the Green before. The other members of this summer’s trip were first-timers
John Anderson and Annabel Saunders. They are both excellent BCU-certified kayakers we remembered from
Powell Houseboat, 2017. They live in Westcliffe and have hard-to-board animals, so they don’t join club activities
very often; we were super-glad to paddle with them again. They wrote this impression of their week on the river:
We are new to this type of trip. We've camped
from kayaks on islands in Long Island Sound but
not on a river. We've packed donkeys in the
wilderness and run long distances in the desert,
so this trip represented a combination of those
experiences.
The bonus was having Tim do the organising1
(Thank you, Tim), Sue guiding us on what to bring
(Thank you, Sue), Clark lending us a plastic, higher
volume boat (Thank you, Clark) and having the
companionship and guidance of a whole group of
experienced and entertaining people to travel with.
You guys and women rock !

John and Annabel
with their donkeys in the Westcliffe holiday parade

The scenery was spectacular and ever changing; with little effort we glided with the flow. The perspective of
being on the river was a huge enhancement to the experience of the high desert, as we were constantly surrounded
by greenery. The temps got up to 109° but most of the time you would not have known that on the river with some
cool-down splashing, swimming and shade from the huge cliffs. The first night everyone was too hot but the second
night, being positively chilly, caught us all off guard. The third night we went to our tents with woolly hats and
blankets, which we did not need.
Excitement?



On the first evening, a bat flew
around and between us, almost
touching us with each pass. It
could certainly sense where the
mosquitoes were thickest!



A 'mild' sand storm on the last
day blew away a tent, but it was
rescued and re-erected with no
harm done.



Spotting granaries and a golden
eagle on the cliffs. [Annabel is
in the blue boat in the photo on
the right.]



A great blue heron or two around
almost every bend and on every
beach.
A two-story granary
Granaries are always in hard-to-reach spots

1

They’re Brits; that’s how it’s spelled in the UK.
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Getting nibbled by fish when we waded in for a cooldown. Apparently this costs $75 for twenty minutes
at a spa!



Getting stuck in the mud on
the way up to the waterfall
at Water Canyon. Ingenuity
and perseverance prevailed!



Losing my watch on a beach
where we camped and having it
handed back to me on the jet
boat by the couple who camped
there the following night.



Natural silence and dark,
starry nights with shooting
stars.

John and Annabel by the
ruins in Jasper Canyon

A fun part of every trip:
visiting during the cool of the evening

Some of the grass
was an amazing green
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Dick, cleaning his Pygmy Goldeneye
in the Colorado River near the Confluence,

View from
Jasper Canyon

Paddling past the Sphinx, near river mile 27
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T HE N ORTH E ND
OF

B IGHORN L AKE
S EPTEMBER 7 - 12 , 2019
By Jud Hurd

Last year a group of us visited the south end of
Bighorn Lake on the Wyoming/Montana border. It
was a great trip, and you can read all about it in
Issue 26-1b of the Mountain Paddler.
As I was looking at the Bighorn Canyon National Recreation Area brochure it showed pictures of green-forested
and meadow-covered towering cliff walls leading down to pristine, crystal clear water. And I’m thinking, “Yeah,
that’s what I want to see.”
While our 2018 trip included some beautiful scenery, there just wasn’t anything quite like what I’d seen in the
brochure. Then I had one of those slap the forehead ‘Duh’ moments. Those brochure pictures are at the north
end of the lake just before the Yellowtail Dam. I am not used to thinking in terms of south to north flowing
rivers that form lakes so it took me a while to understand how this lake works.
Once the light bulb went on, I started making plans to go back this year and visit the north end to enjoy the
spectacular scenery and water. I put together some information, sent out an invitation to the club and six of us
ended up going. The group consisted of me, Dick Dieckman, Sandy Carlsen and Harold Christopher, David
Hustvedt, and Tim Fletcher.
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I thought the first part of September would be an ideal time as we would be past the heat of summer and into
the beginning of cooler, fall weather. Well, I was right on one part, it was definitely cooler. We left home on
Saturday, September 7, for the seven-hour trip from Fort Collins to Fort Smith, Montana. It’s a pretty good
drive straight up I-25 to Buffalo. Then up I-90 to Lodge Grass, Montana, where you turn west toward Fort
Smith and the Bighorn Canyon National Recreation Area. Dick and I drove together and had a pleasant visit
while listening to 700 songs on my iPod and fighting the ever-present Wyoming wind.
We got to Fort Smith about mid-afternoon and stopped at the administration building to fill our water bottles.
A park ranger told us we were in an administration parking lot not open to the public. I hate starting a trip being chastised by the local constabulary, but we had a nice conversation with her and got some local information
(always good to get when visiting a new area for the first time) that was very helpful. She said we would pretty
much have the lake to ourselves and she was right. We probably didn’t see more than about a dozen boats the
four days we were on the water. Black bears are prevalent on this lake and the ranger told us bears had been
spotted at both our campsites so we would need to use good food storage practices.
Dick and I found the Afterbay
campground and set up our tents.
We then did a little exploring.
From the campground we backtracked through Fort Smith and
turned off for a 10-mile drive
over a mountain to the Ok-A-Beh
marina, our planned launch spot.
We really had to be watchful
while driving as it is open range
and there are lots of Black Angus
cattle all along the road. Lots of
calves too, so we had to slow
down in case one of them decided
to dart in front of the car.
We got to Ok-A-Beh and it is a beautiful marina. Feeling proud that we knew where to go the next day, we
headed back to Afterbay. I kept thinking to myself that the car seemed very comfortable with a seven-foot
Greenland paddle sticking all the way through the center.
Then I realized the reason we had so much room is there was no
paddle. That’s right, folks, Yours Truly left his paddle at home. I
was up the creek without a paddle, but Tim came to my rescue and
lent me his spare Greenland paddle. And we don’t need to talk
about why I just didn’t use my own spare!

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 8: We headed over to Ok-A-Beh for the
put-in. Remember me saying I picked this time of year expecting
some beautiful, mild fall weather? Well, I was a little off.
Morning temperatures were in the 50s and we had overcast skies
with on-and-off rain throughout the whole trip. The highs never
got above the low 70s and that was for a very short time of the
day. I think we saw only a few hours of sunlight the whole trip.

Jud, Dick and Dave,
bundled up against the chill
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But that didn’t discourage our intrepid group. We paddled along
a wall where water seeped through, forming a small waterfall,
and then to a buoy line marking the no boating area at the dam.
Finally, it was time to head up lake [southwest, away from the
dam] to our first campsite.
The brochure pictures are true to life. We were surrounded by
beautiful cliff walls everywhere we looked. There are a variety
of sandstone colors but what makes this different, from say
Lake Powell, is that there are trees and green meadows covering
the steep slopes of the canyon walls. Everybody commented on
how beautiful it was, and unlike anywhere else we have paddled.
The steep canyon walls are both a blessing in their beauty but
also a problem in that there are no places to pull out along the
way. Everything is either vertical or very steep into the water.
The only good places to pull out are the designated campsites
unless you are adept at getting out on one side of your kayak,
which I am not, but Tim is. So, once you are on the water you are
paddling until you reach your destination. This can be tiring so you
have to pace yourself and take a few rest breaks along the way.

Seepage made a small waterfall
below a cliff seen on the first day

Buoy line in front of Yellowtail Dam.
The dam is 525 feet tall, which creates a deep lake with clear water.

The day was overcast but no rain and
the temperature was comfortable;
combine that with extremely clear
water and just a little wind and we
had almost ideal paddling conditions.
A little sun and warmth would have
made it perfect.

Sandy, Tim, Harold, Dave and Dick on the way to Campsite E, at Dayboard 9
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Our goal was to paddle to Campsite E at Dayboard 9, which is 8.1 miles southwest of Ok-A-Beh according to
the brochure mileage chart, another nice piece of information they provide. With our side trip to see the
waterfall and dam we paddled 9.5 miles.
We arrived about mid-afternoon and found a nice sandy beach to land. There were six or seven established
tent sites that could hold two tents each. We began the usual club UN-like deliberations on who was going to
take which tent site: “I like this one but if you like it you can have it and I will pick another one. Oh no, if you
like it you take it and I will pick another one. Well, we could put both tents on this one site, if that works for
you. Etcetera, etcetera, etcetera.” Finally, negotiations were completed and everybody set up their camp.
Then it was time for what I like best about these trips: kicking back with good friends and visiting.

A Noah’s Tarp, by Kelty, is good to have

Campsite E

Eventually the day wore on and the clouds were gathering so we set up a tarp just in time for the sprinkle that
moved in. Everybody cooked and ate under it. As we were sitting there in the rain, I saw a mule deer doe and
her fawn bounding over the hill just beyond our camp. It is really neat to see wildlife in their natural habitat!

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 9: Sometime during the night I awoke to a pretty good wind blowing and eventually I
heard one of the tarp poles crash down. Not to worry. We will just set it up again in the morning. Morning
arrived and, yup, the tarp was down; one of the stakes gave way in the wind. But here is the real mystery: we
looked and looked and couldn’t find the stake or the tarp line. It had to be there but there was no sign of it.
It was like something came down from the sky and took it up while we were sleeping. We never did find that
darn stake. Spooky, huh?
After breakfast we paddled south to explore more of the canyon. We had looked at the map and seen there
was a bathroom facility at Dry Head Canyon, 5.7 miles up the lake. There was also Campsite C there, so we
thought we would be able to take a lunch break, have a potty break and return to Dayboard 9, doing maybe a
12-mile day. But as I continued to study the map, I pointed out that the floating potty was about halfway down
the canyon while Campsite C was shown at the back of the canyon. Maybe it was a free-floating potty like they
have at Lake Powell, needing a high deck exit and entrance to use? Well, we decided to go for it anyway.
We had rain on and off, and sure enough, when we got to Dry Head Canyon the potty was free-floating and not
at the campsite. Since there was nowhere to land we decided to continue to the back of the canyon and look
for the campsite. We came to a Y and I made the mistake of directing us to the right which is Hoodoo Creek
and, again, there was nowhere to land. We went back to a place where we could get out for lunch and then headed
back to camp at Dayboard 9. It turned out to be about a 15-mile day and we were all very glad to see our
campsite. (Campsite C was on the left fork of the Y and just a little bit farther. Oh well, you can’t win them all.)
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As we were sitting around resting and getting ready for dinner our
two mule deer came waltzing down the hillside, big as you please, as
if they owned the place. They payed us no never mind and proceeded
to graze on the grass and shrubs at our landing. We got up, moved
around and talked, but they pretty much didn’t worry about us.
They looked up once in a while but then just went back to grazing.
Dave even got up and walked down to his boat and even that didn’t
bother them. They looked at Dave and probably thought, “This guy
doesn’t look dangerous so let’s just keep eating.” As I said before,
there is something unique about sharing an experience like this with
wild animals in their natural habitat.

On the shore are numbers you can see during the day, called Dayboards.
They correspond to numbers on the map, with even-numbered red triangles
on the west and odd-numbered green squares on the east. With this
system you always know where you are on the water.

Pulling into Campsite F

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10: We headed for our next camp, Black Canyon, Campsite F. We had been told this is
the most popular spot on the lake and we saw why when we arrived. We paddled 7.3 miles and were welcomed
by a beautiful, large sand beach, a dock that could accommodate ten boats, a floating potty, and a dozen well
developed and maintained tent sites.
We were also greeted by three rangers who were waiting to present a program
for another group arriving in boats. Oddly enough the rangers were all looking
across the water where Black Canyon Creek flows into the lake. They had
binoculars out and were pointing to something. We saw that there was a black
bear on the other side of the creek browsing for food.
There was no threat and it was great to watch it, just like watching the mule
deer. Later the rangers told us another bear had been spotted on our side of the
creek but farther back up the canyon. We were grateful that bear boxes are
provided at each campsite, and we made sure all our food and attractive-smelling
items were stored properly.
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We proceeded with our usual routine and we set up the tarp again. Even though we saw some sunlight today, we
could still have rain, and the forecast for tomorrow was rain all day. That evening we saw hundreds of fish
swimming around the dock. Dave thought he saw whiskers on them so they might have been catfish. I think
this lake would be great to fish and I’ll consider that if I go back.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11: We woke up
to overcast skies, a light fog and mist this
morning. Everybody had breakfast, broke
camp and packed their kayaks. We had 6.2
miles to paddle back to the Ok-A-Beh marina
and we got away around 9:00.
It wasn’t too bad until we got out of Black
Canyon and turned toward the marina. Then
we got a fairly steady rain; we paddled about
the last couple of miles in the rain. Everybody
was anxious to get off the water as we got to
Ok-A-Beh a little before 11:00.
We put our gear in the cars, put the kayaks on
top and headed up to the restrooms to change
into dry clothes. Harold and Sandy decided to
drive straight through back to Lafayette, but David, Tim, Dick and I had reservations in Buffalo which is only
about a two-hour drive. Dinner was steaks at Winchester’s Steak House. I highly recommend it if you are ever
in Buffalo. I also recommend the SureStay Plus Hotel by Best Western. It is really clean and comfortable,
with great service, and very reasonably priced.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12: We drove home battling a horrendous west wind all through Wyoming. The one
bright spot was stopping at the Chugwater Soda Fountain for one of their wonderful malts or shakes. Yummm!
That’s about it, folks. Everybody said they had a great time and really appreciated seeing a new lake. I think
there might be interest in returning, perhaps earlier in the year when the weather will be a little more cooperative.

Photos provided by
Jud Hurd, Sandy Carlsen and Harold Christopher
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F OOD FOR K AYAK C AMPING
By Jud Hurd

If you have never joined us on one of our kayak camping trips you might be wondering what food we take and
how well we eat when out in the wilderness. It varies by person. For example, Dave and Tim seem to like to
keep it simple and eat a lot of freeze-dried meals. Of course, someone usually brings a bag of wine for happy
hour and relaxing in camp. I like to bring something stronger for sipping. At happy hour we might also have
salted peanuts, M&Ms or some other snack. One evening Sandy had a yearning for popcorn and Dick had a big
of caramel popcorn he shared with everybody.
It’s always fun to see what people bring and I usually learn a trick or two. Here is what Dick and I had:

BREAKFASTS: I’m willing to wash a pan or two, so breakfasts were usually eggs and bacon, or my version of
an Egg McMuffin, coffee, hot chocolate, ready-made cinnamon rolls, and mandarin orange cups.

DINNER ONE: Dick made panang curry at home and froze it. He served
it with rice.

DINNER TWO: I served chicken and pineapple with sweet and sour sauce
and fried rice. I used a six-ounce can of chicken for two people, a plastic
fruit cup of pineapple, a jar of commercial Sweet and Sour sauce and a
commercial package of Fried Rice. (I’ve decided maybe I like Major
Grey’s Chutney in this better than sweet and sour sauce.)

DINNER THREE: I made roast beef (beef is available in small cans, similar
to the canned chicken) with mashed potatoes (Idaho brand instant spuds
are good and foolproof), and an avocado and tomato salad with balsamic
and EVOO vinaigrette.

EDITOR’S NOTE: We’ve published several articles about other tasty camp meal possibilities: Check out Richard
Ferguson’s fast and inexpensive suggestions for combining supermarket carbohydrate packages with a protein.
It’s on page 35 of issue 26-2b, last fall’s Mountain Paddler. Also see 2003, Kayak Cuisine by Larry Kline in the
Earlier Articles section of our Publications on the RMSKC website.
I’ve liked reading Hey, I’d Eat This At Home, by Michael Gray. He’s an ACA instructor trainer who teaches and
guides in Michigan and the Caribbean. He has good ideas for eating well while kayak camping.
Another useful book is Kayak Cookery, by Linda Daniel. It focuses on preparing group meals while paddling in cool
water that helps keep vegetables fresh, but there are hints that work anywhere. She’s the one who showed us
that under-ripe avocadoes will last a long time, as do many fresh veggies if they’re packed without smashing. I
have made her recipe for dehydrated brown rice many times; it’s easy and better than the instant brown rice
from the store.
Ask any of us who camp frequently. As Jud says, we’ve all got different approaches, and we’d be glad to share our
favorites.
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The Hudson River
and
Connecticut Coast, 2019
By Dan Bell

Dan Bell
in a lock on the Erie Canal

DISCLAIMER:
This report is subject to the fuzzy and unreliable memory of the author, coupled with personal impressions and
perceptions that may not be universally shared. In some places the report might even be modestly embellished
for the sake of the narrative, so take it with a grain of salt. “Believe nothing you hear, and only half that you
see.” – Edgar Allan Poe

THE VISION:
The idea was simple enough. Assemble a group
of friendly and capable paddlers, transport
everyone and their boats and gear to the east
coast, spend a few days paddling in gorgeous
autumn weather in the brilliantly colorful New
England countryside, then return home refreshed
and renewed, ready to resume our daily routines
with a sense of accomplishment and well-being.

Jacob’s car
and Clark’s truck and trailer

THE PLAN:
We ultimately ended up with a group of seven intrepid adventurers lead by the ever-capable Clark Strickland.
Clark’s truck and trailer would haul five boats with four drivers/passengers (Clark, Marsha Dougherty, Sue
Hughes, and Dan Bell) and a ton or so of gear across the country to Saugerties, New York, where the group would
join forces with George Ottenhoff and Jacob Schor. After three days of paddling on and around the Hudson
River, we would relocate to Mystic, Connecticut, and join up with Matt Lutkus for three more days of paddling
the rivers and coastal waters in that area. Tired but fulfilled, we would reverse the cross-country trek (sans
Sue, who was staying behind to visit with kinfolk) and arrive safe and sound back home.
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THE REALITY:
Although the first parts of this report might appear to portend disaster, the trip went pretty much according to
plan, or as close to the plan as could be expected given the vagaries of Mother Nature and unexpected turns of
events and such.
The three-day drive to New York was uneventful. In truth, it was just one long blur of corn fields, rainstorms,
and more eighteen wheelers than you could shake a stick at, with roadside cuisine that can only be described as
exactly what you would expect, unless you were expecting food poisoning, from which we were mercifully spared.
The first day of paddling began with a drive from Saugerties up to Waterford, New York, so we could paddle the
“flight of locks” on the Old Erie Canal. This is a series of five locks used by boats to circumvent the Cohoes Falls
on the Mohawk River just upriver from its confluence with the Hudson. The locks provide a total drop (or rise, if
you’re headed upriver) of 165 feet in just over a mile, making that stretch the largest drop (or rise) in the shortest
distance for any canal system in the world.
We were delayed by a couple of hours due to lightning in
the vicinity, so we used the time to chat with Mike the
Senior Lock Engineer, then headed downtown for a
coffee break at the local café before eventually getting
underway.

Waiting for the gates to open
so they could paddle out on a lower level

The paddle itself was easy and interesting: approach a
lock, wait for the upper gate to open (which it already
was in most cases; there was no other boat traffic on the
canal and the lockkeepers were expecting us), paddle into
a very large box, wait for the upper gate to close, drift
around while the water level in the lock dropped 30 to 35
feet at the rate of about 6 feet per minute, wait for the
lower gate to open, then exit the lock. Repeat five times.

After navigating the locks we stopped at
Battery Park in Waterford and rang up a
local pizza place for a lunch delivery. We
then headed up the Hudson River to the
day’s final lock, this one part of the
Champlain canal system.
The lock entailed a rise of 30 feet or so,
and unlike the perfectly calm water in the
previous locks, the water was noticeably
agitated while the lock was being filled.
Nothing to get concerned about, but it
felt just a little bit weird.

Lunch stop on Day I, after paddling the Erie Canal
and before going up the Hudson to a lock on the Champlain Canal

The day ended with the lockkeeper/park manager at our take-out screaming at us because he wanted to lock up
the park at 5:00PM and we didn’t get through the last lock until near 4:45 (though we did arrive at the lock before
4:30 as instructed) and subsequently didn't get out of the park until 5:05PM making him late for his commute home.
He softened somewhat after we explained the lightning delay. Apparently he respected our good judgment in
waiting out the storm. Or maybe not. We’ll never know. For the day we covered a total of about 6.5 miles.
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On the second day’s paddle the City of Kingston pulled a fast one on us by removing the kayak/canoe launch dock
on Rondout Creek, our planned launch point. We launched at Kingston Point instead, paddled up the Hudson for
a couple of hours, went ashore for lunch at the Ulster Beach Park, then reversed course and paddled back to
Kingston Point for a total of 11.2 miles.
The Hudson is an estuary along that stretch of the river
and well beyond, all the way up to Albany, so river current
was less an issue than the tidal currents.
But the real issue was the wind, which increased from a
gentle following breeze to a fresh/strong breeze (on the
Beaufort scale), resulting in some challenging chop for the
last 20 or so minutes of the paddle. At the end we all
successfully washed ashore at the Kingston Point take-out,
tired and adrenaline-depleted. It was quite a ride.
Clark, coming ashore
after the rough end of Day II’s paddle

Day III consisted of a rainy out-and-back, this
time launching at Malden and paddling downriver to
Saugerties, passing by the Saugerties Lighthouse
and up Esopus Creek as far as we could go, perhaps
a mile, then returning to the lighthouse for a
relief stop and photo op.

The Saugerties Lighthouse,
built in 1869, with Dan, George, Jacob, Marsha and Sue

Afterward we headed across the Hudson to the
east bank and upriver past a large grass flat in the
middle of the river, returning to the Malden launch
point, clocking 7.3 miles for the day and finishing
off the New York segment of the paddling.

The following day we relocated from Saugerties to Mystic using the scenic back roads of eastern New York and
the middle of Connecticut, including a photo stop at a covered bridge along the way. In Mystic we met up with
Matt Lutkus and settled in to our new accommodations before
heading out to a dinner of deliciously fresh seafood.

Clark cheerfully drove through the bridge
three times so the group could take photos
The West Cornwall covered bridge
over the Housatonic River was built in 1841
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As an aside here, some newer members of the club
might not have had the pleasure of meeting Matt,
who was a mainstay of RMSKC for a number of
years until he decided to abandon the challenging
and often treacherous waters of Soda Lake for
the warm, calm waters along the coastline of Maine.
Matt’s pleasant and cheerful demeanor is largely
successful in concealing his bitter regret at his
move to Maine, but we all know that one cannot
achieve true happiness by leaving Colorado. The
best to be hoped for is a sort of false contentment
common to older folks who are fans of the New
England Patriots.
Our first Connecticut paddle was a perfect-weather
The Avery House, built in 1840,
13.5 mile round trip from a boat launch at the point
was just a block from downtown Mystic
where I-95 crosses the Mystic River. We paddled
down the river past the Mystic Seaport Museum and its impressive collection of sailing ships, including the last
whaling ship, the Charles W Morgan, based out of New England during the age of indiscriminant whaling.
The museum is also home to the Joseph Conrad
(a training ship), a replica of the Mayflower that’s
due to return to Plymouth following its refurbishing,
and a replica of a Viking longboat, or at least as
near as could be replicated with no actual plans
from which to work. Great photo opportunities for
some incredibly beautiful ships.
Our lunch stop was at the legendary Abbott’s Lobster
in the Rough, a dockside joint just down the way
from Costello’s Clam Shack, another longtime fixture
serving mouth-watering seafood.

Marsha by the Charles W Morgan

After lunch we paddled out around Mason’s
Island, did a bit of exploring up a small creek,
and finally returned to the put-in point.

Clark in front of the Draken Harald Hårfagre,
a Viking replica, with the Mayflower to the left behind it

Morgan Point Lighthouse, Noank
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RMSKC members admit that enjoying good seafood
is an important reason for traveling to paddle coastal waters

Dan, Jacob, Marsha, Clark and Matt

The second day in Connecticut was met with small craft advisories due to predictions of strong winds along the
coast, so we abandoned the planned route up the Thames River and opted for a more protected paddle on the
Poquetanuck River.
Although we planned on just a short
paddle, the bad winds didn’t materialize
so we paddled out onto the Thames and
downriver to Gale’s Ferry and the Yale
University boat house, then hustled
back upriver in hopes of being able to
squeeze under the railroad bridge at the
mouth of the Poquetanuck before high
tides made the clearance too tight.

Clark maintains he had a technique for getting under the bridge
that didn’t involve swimming, which wasn’t needed because he’d so carefully
planned the trip down to the minute that they had just enough clearance.

The boats fit through easily, but the
heads and torsos poking up out of their cockpits were more problematic. Nevertheless we managed to squeeze
under the bridge without any bruised skulls or other mishaps. We ended up logging 11.6 miles for the day.
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The third and final paddling day was reduced to just four paddlers, as Jacob had headed back up to his place in
Maine, Sue was moving to her brother’s house, and Dan opted to skip the paddle so he could spend the day at the
Mystic Seaport Museum. Those who did get on the water enjoyed a day paddling out to the Thimble Islands.
The paddle was about 7 miles in length and
included exploration of a small tidal creek,
the banks of which were populated by tens
of thousands of fiddler crabs.
The adventure ended with Clark, Marsha,
and Dan racing back to Denver before the
winter weather arrived. The weather won
the race (handily) but we made it back home,
logging a total of 4444 miles on Clark’s truck
for the trip.

THE BOTTOM LINE:
In spite of our arriving a week or two early
A home on Thimble Island
for the fall colors and having to deal with
some sketchy weather, health issues, a missing boat launch, and assorted other bumps and rattles, this was
truly an exceptional trip, thanks mostly to Clark’s local knowledge that enabled us to make on-the-fly changes to
paddling plans without ever feeling cheated out of a good day. The accommodations and outings made the entire
trip feel like one of those cushy commercial jaunts where someone else is tasked with keeping everyone happy,
and that someone else does a stellar job of doing just that.
Overall, one of the best trips ever.

Rough water
on the Hudson River

Photos from Marsha,
Sue, George and Clark
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Lumpy Waters
Sea Kayak Symposium

EDITOR’S NOTE: Over the years, Andy McKenna,
Marlene Pakish and Rich Ferguson have all emailed
me about their experiences at this event. It’s a
famous learning opportunity, and I have no idea why
their good accounts fell off my radar for so long.
Lumpy Waters is organized by Alder Creek Kayaks
in Portland, and held where the waves are lumpy
near Pacific City, Oregon. [The black image in
their logo is Pacific City’s famous Haystack Rock.]
Check the symposium’s website for wonderful photos, information about previous years’ coaching
staffs and class offerings, and to register for Lumpy 2020: http://lumpywaters.com/Lumpy/

ANDY

ON

LUMPY WATERS, 2016: I'm a novice paddler, and not having been to a paddling symposium before,

Lumpy Waters 2016 was amazing for me. I’m definitely going back next year. The whole experience, of the
coaches, classes, presentations, food, and settings, was fantastic. I got to train with three of the coaches I
wanted to learn from, and a few I had no opinion on before, but strongly admire now. Alder Creek really has
something special going with Lumpy Waters.
I had the great fortune to get Mark Tozer as a coach in my first class and then got to chat with him and Helen
Wilson at happy hour that night. They just moved to Lander, Wyoming (Mark is an avid climber) and they were
surprised to hear that RMSKC exists. They are interested in coming to Denver to conduct clinics. Check out
Helen and Mark's site: https://www.greenlandorbust.org

ANDY’S ACCOUNT

OF

LUMPY WATERS, 2017, ABBREVIATED VERSION:

I came…down the Columbia River Gorge.
I saw…really big surf conditions.
I conquered…my overthinking the forward finishing roll.
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LUMPY WATERS, 2017, ANDY’S NOVELLA VERSION: I have to first thank the good people of Wyoming,
Utah, and Idaho for turning off the wind while I drove through your states on the outbound and return trip.
Being able to travel 65 to 70mph for most of the trip made the drive so much better than in 2016 when I had to
drive at 35mph or even pull over until the winds abated in many spots along Highways 80 and 84.
Last year I drove out on Thursday and finished the journey on late Friday morning, just in the nick of time, not
well rested, and very nervous. This year I left on Wednesday morning. After a restful night in Pendleton, Oregon,
I drove down the gorge into Portland. I stopped by the Alder Creek shop to use my $50 gift certificate from
the previous year and to check out spray skirts. Matt at the shop spent an hour with me on picking the right
booties (NRS’s Paddle Wetshoe) and selecting a new proper-fitting skirt so that I did not end up with gallons of
water in my boat after edging and rolling.
I then drove the last two hours to Pacific City and checked in Thursday afternoon. I found Marlene Pakish and
Julie Rekart setting up camp as I milled about the grounds waiting to check-in.
Five or six of us early birds were
hanging around the clubhouse at
check-in time and stepped up to
assist the setup crew. Two of the
helpers were Luke Rovner
(http://www.kayakhipster.com) and
his paddling buddy, Jorge. Luke’s
videos and articles have been part
of my kayaking education.
I shared my cabin with J. Maxwell
from NRS (he maintains the NRS
web store and ran the NRS booth
this year) and another cabin mate
from last year, Alek W.
I had dinner at the Pelican Pub on Thursday night and watched the surf until sunset. It appeared to me that it was
huuuuge compared to the previous year. Also of note: Lumpy Waters is often marked by persistent rain, but 2017
had mostly sunny, warm days. This year I had two “Aha!” moments that were almost as big as Thursday’s surf.

FRIDAY CLASS: After a great night’s sleep and
an easy-going morning of stretching, I joined my
fellow paddlers at the clubhouse for the traditional
chanting (“We want lumpy!”) and pre-class meeting.

Nestucca Bay, southeast of Pacific City

I took the Rolling Checkup class for pointers on
improving my layback rolls and with hopes of getting
the feedback I needed to get a reliable forward
finishing roll for rough water.

My coaches were Calvin Croll from the Body Boat Blade in Washington, and Ben Fontenot from Savannah Canoe
and Kayak in Georgia. With two coaches for eight students we all received plenty of individual attention. Our venue
was the brisk Nestucca Bay, so even with my drysuit and neoprene cap on, when I was upside down I had plenty of
motivation to join the realm of the air breathers again.
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I ditched my Greenland paddle for my skimpy Werner Tybee for the rolling practice, as the buoyancy and surface
area of a GP really does make rolling easier. With specific feedback from Calvin and Ben I had two useful takeaways
from this rolling class:

Aha! #1: I was not using my hips. I was not driving with a leg. I was using my hips and both legs as one unit

to manipulate the boat. What I observed about my body, with feedback from the coaches, was that I had the
technique fine on layback rolls and edging, but was inconsistently using hips and legs together when performing
forward finishing rolls. Special thanks to Ben and Calvin for both emphasizing that point.
I was able to complete a somewhat sloppy forward roll on both sides if a coach was standing at my bow. I paddled
a few boat lengths away I failed the forward finishing roll every time. I would get this roll if I would keep myself
out of the way.

FRIDAY NIGHT: Good food and beer! Somehow I managed to control myself this year and did not overeat or
imbibe too much—Saturday morning last year was a little rough for me (and others). Ninkasi Brewing had two
taps flowing until late in the evening. The Alder Creek crew also found some Bota boxes of wine that appeared
during happy hour. Happy hour snacks included cheeses, crackers, veggies, and pickled goodies; dinner was a
taco/burrito bar that never seemed to run out. The Coast Guard gave their presentation like the year before,
and I learned a few things that I missed last year about the boats and other craft they use. I caught up with a
few coaches from last year, met a few new people, and retired at a reasonable hour.

SATURDAY CLASS: I got up at 6AM,
ambled down to the beach to watch for a
while, grabbed a coffee and spotted Bill
Vonnegut going over tide and weather info
for his classes that day. Then I walked
back to the clubhouse and ate breakfast.
After breakfast I returned to the cabin,
suited up, and joined the pre-class meeting.
I was enrolled in the all-day Developing a
Dynamic Roll class and had hoped to have
Bill Vonnegut as a coach; I’d watched him
run the surf portion of the class last year
and it looked like a blast. I will wait until
next year and take the Rock Gardening class with Bill.
This year I had four fantastic coaches: seven students + four coaches = wow! The lead coach was Rob Yates.
Marlene had him on Friday for her first class. I knew nothing about Rob, but when he looked at me in my drysuit
and instructed me with a delightful English accent, “Andy, get undressed!” I knew I would like training with him.
He has a gift for humorous understatement. I came ready to paddle, but did not know
that the first 90 minutes of class would be dry and then we would be in a pool the
rest of day.

Rob Yates

Supporting coaches were Ethan Boswell, Amanda Cantal, and John (whose-last-nameI-never-learned). Ethan is a whitewater fanatic who is also competent in long boats
and brought great energy and tips to the class. John brought good info for breathing
exercises, as well as timely, calm, and focused advice on body positions during our pool
time. Amanda was lead coach for the Paddling on the Edge and Beyond class I took
last year and I was delighted to work with her again.
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The class started in the clubhouse. We went through introductions and all stated our goals for the day. The
coaches offered their backgrounds, too. Then we did a brainstorming exercise, offering one or two words about
how we wanted to feel about kayaking after this class. The common words were joy, confidence, competent, happy,
relaxed, and comfortable. Rob emphasized these points about the class:
1.

The surf was probably WAY too big for our class and would present us with more
Survival Opportunities than Learning Opportunities.

2. That this class would be a class like no other we’d taken.
He was spot-on with both points. We spent the rest of the day in the pool messing about in boats with a lunch
break at noon and regular five-minute review sessions in the hot tub.
Rob started our pool time by having us carry a collection of five whitewater boats (yes, those things) to the pool.
He then gave us a background talk on breathing and asked us to recall a favorite nursery rhyme or childhood
song, and coached us through Hawaiian-inspired breathing exercises for about 20 minutes. My asthma practically
vanished when I was on the coast, so I was able to get some benefit from these exercises. (I’ve been doing them
since I returned, but they are a bit more difficult at altitude and with whatever-it-is in Colorado that keeps my
lungs gummed up.)
Then we got water time floating and holding our breath while singing a favorite nursery rhyme or children’s song
in our head, trying for longer and longer repetitions. We all made progress. We all also had big grins as Rob,
Amanda, John, and Ethan visited with us, assured us, encouraged us, and kept us laughing.
After a hot tub review session we then got into the white water boats, unskirted, and flipped over, repeating the
“breath holding with a song in your head” exercise. All of us regressed: I went from about 40 seconds to 15
seconds, and my fellow students had the same experience. We regrouped and discussed the experience, concluding
that the main issue was our own attitudes/outlook/mindset when we were in the boat vs. out of it.
Then we got back in the pool and we were instructed to just play in the boats, unskirted and often swamped.
Just play, goof off, have fun, try new things. At some point, while capsized and running low on air, I tried to carp
for air, swung my body around, flapped my hand downwards and hand-rolled my swamped WW boat, a Dagger
Mamba 8.6. I was stunned, and the cheers that went up from my coaches and classmates were almost as loud as
the ecstatic whoop I let out once I was upright. I got it, the joy! I tried the hand-roll again four times and
failed, but nothing could dampen the feeling I had inside. All of us were making progress, inspiring each other,
and the happiness was downright contagious. As we were wrapping up for lunch Rob came over to me and told me,
“Keep that hand-roll right here! Just hold it there,” gesturing to my heart.
During lunch, Rob and Amanda went down to the beach to observe the surf. Rob concluded we would stay in the
pool, as the waves were “bleeping huge,” while Amanda was on the fence. I appreciated her confidence, but I was
grateful for Rob’s caution.
When we returned from lunch we resumed our play, but this time we had to use the paddles (kayak, canoe, and
SUP), but as toys, not paddles. If we did anything formal, like a roll we got kicked out of the water. We spent an
hour or so goofing around and learning more about manipulating our boats with our bodies. It was just pure play.
After another five-minute hot tub break we got down to business, with boats, skirts, and sometimes paddles. For
30 minutes we did this drill: Skirt up and capsize sans paddle, swim the boat to a helper a few feet away, and
then use their offered arm to initiate a roll. This exercise boosted everyone’s confidence. You could see it on
everyone’s faces and in their boat handling.
With my Tybee paddle I executed my layback roll in the Mamba and other WW boats without trouble, but the
hand roll and a forward finishing roll eluded me. Amanda observed my inconsistent rolling attempts and asked me
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what was going on. After a few more slowed down attempts I realized I was actually forgetting where I was in
relation to the boat when I tried to execute a forward finishing roll or hand roll without a paddle.
So when it was not my turn in a boat she had me perform an exercise that required visualization. I rolled my
imaginary boat. She had me float on my back with legs and arms in a neutral paddling position, then I would roll
my legs and hips over slowly, like they were in a boat that was capsized. Then I would turn my face into the
water, relax a bit, then spin my legs and hips over and let my head follow last. After 15 minutes of playing with
this on both sides, in various orientations from being on my back to being upside down, I got back in a boat and hand
rolled it on my right side again. Successive attempts failed in ways ranging from pathetic to humorous. I kept
chatting at Amanda verbalizing what I was doing wrong, or what I needed to do right; then Rob came over.
He stopped me and asked, “If you had an off button, where would it be?” I was flummoxed. After stammering
and wondering for nearly a minute about what he was asking, I asked what he meant. He said I needed to turn
off my brain and just do it, and repeated the question. So I pointed to the middle of my forehead and he poked
it. Then he said, “There, now try again,” and I almost made it, pulling my head up a few moments too soon, but
excited by the lesson that was slowly sinking into my thick skull since Friday afternoon. I got out of the boat and
resumed my “boatless roll” exercises, because they are actually just plain fun to do. Did I mention that I could
not stop smiling?
After another hot tub break Rob announced he would finally teach us to roll with the roll known as an “upsies”.
After our laughter subsided he squeezed into a Dagger Axiom and repeatedly demonstrated a simple, clean,
forward finishing roll. No flare, no pizzazz, something like a C-to-C and a Storm Roll, with a clean forward finish,
paddle somewhat deep, body leaning forward, head down, arms ready to paddle. He said, “That’s your combat roll.”
He reemphasized the risks of layback rolls in rough water, stressing the forward finish as the safest, especially
in surf. Then he had us all try.
So I tried with Amanda at my bow…and failed. Rob came over and handed me his Werner paddle (a Powerhouse
I think; it was huge). I then started chattering about what I did wrong again and Rob poked my forehead. I
stopped midsentence. Then I looked at him and Amanda, setup on my left side, and executed my forward finishing
roll, coming up close to my front deck with my arms and paddle ready to stroke forward. Then I shouted out,
“YEEESSSS,” grinning from ear to ear. Then I grabbed my little Tybee paddle, looked at Rob again and then
executed the roll four or five more times, took a long breath, and did it on the other side four more times,
finishing with a whoop and a great big, “YEAH,” both fists punching skyward!

Aha! #2: I was stopping myself by overthinking the roll. With all the technical practice and positive feedback

from coaches that I had great lower body technique with legs and hips, I had to get my own analysis out of the
way and just do the roll. I started each roll fine; I had to let myself finish, too. I was stopping mid-roll, thinking
about my body and hand positions.
Other students celebrated their successes and cheering on our classmates. We all were rolling the whitewater
boats by the end of the session.
We hit the hot tub again and after reviewing how we all felt and considering how big the surf was, agreed to
the in-pool side-surfing exercise. Two long ropes are attached to the bow and stern of a boat. The boat is
positioned along the short edge of the pool with the paddler skirted up and holding their paddle. The coaches
stand along the side of the pool, holding the ends of the ropes, slightly forward of the paddler, and then start
walking/jogging towards the other end of the pool. The idea is to either brace so you don’t capsize, OR execute
continuous rolls as if you are getting side-surfed by a head-high broken wave and are getting rolled forwards.
When the coaches reach the other end of the pool, they pause and then reverse direction, requiring you to
practice your rolls and braces on your other side. We all got our turn. We all succeeded and failed. We all
laughed and cheered. Some of us took more turns. I went through the ringer four times, trying different boats.
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It was fantastic. I ended up swimming when I tried
the Liquid Logic BRAAAP boat, as the toggles are
surprisingly close to the cockpit and I could not
execute a layback or a forward roll as my paddle kept
catching in the ropes—another lesson learned—I now
know what that feels like. On my final run I pulled off
four rolls on the way down and three rolls on the way
back before losing my left-hand grip on my paddle. I
climbed out of the pool, tired and joyful.
We then wrapped up with a final hot tub session, reviewed our achievements, shared some disbelief as some of us
did not know rolling whitewater boats was harder than sea kayaks, laughed more, cleaned up our gear, and headed
back for happy hour and dinner.
Back at the clubhouse I found Julie sitting alone in a chair in some distress. She had done side-surfing in her
Fear to Fun class and had the misfortune of rolling shoreward as her boat came up to the sand and caught the
keel. Her left shoulder got compressed and she was feeling a lot of pain from it. The first aid person had paid
her a visit already and Marlene was getting ibuprofen for her. She also got iced up not too much later.

SATURDAY NIGHT: Dinner was another great meal of pasta and pizza from Doryland Pizza, with plenty of
yummy salads and snacks, Ninkasi Brewing’s two taps, and mixing with fellow paddlers. Jamie Sharp’s presentations
about paddling a tandem sea kayak down the Grand Canyon trip and his adventure paddle around Svalbard [an
archipelago between mainland Norway and the North Pole] were engaging and amusing, and got plenty of laughs
and “WOWs”. Check it out: http://svalbard.worldwildadventure.com/
Another presentation was from a pair of
paddlers who spoke last year about their
two weeks paddling in Antarctica. This year
they presented a paddling resource website
that provides multiple layers for trip planning
and communication, including nautical charts,
tide info, Google maps, weather, winds,
launch sites, and more. This is like a bigger
brother of the BASK Trip Planner application.
It looks promising.
After the presentations I mingled with a
few coaches and students; chatted coaching
The group tent at Lumpy Waters
techniques, handling dumb questions, dealing
with allergies and asthma, and the benefits of local honey with Jeff Laxier of Liquid Fusion:
https://liquidfusionkayak.com/jefflaxier

SUNDAY MORNING: Before breakfast I checked my class assignment for the day (Dynamic H20 Skills and

Maneuvers with Dennis Pennell and Jennifer Yearley), changed the dressing on a second-degree burn I’d gotten
the day before and concluded that wearing a dry-suit would be painful and bathing my wrist in the waters of
Netarts Bay would be courting serious infection and a long recovery sans paddling. I considered an alternate
class plan and opted for safety. I met with Dennis and Jennifer and bowed out of my last class.

I retreated to my cabin to pack and decided to catch the tail end of the morning meeting. I made it in time for
the morning chant (“We love lumpy!”) and announcements. Then Paul Kuthe, the ringleader as it were, announced
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that they were going to present the annual award for Most Enthusiastic
Student. Last year I had three classes with last year’s winner, Becky, and
she deserved it. She had this delightfully infectious, positive personality
that inspired everyone around her. I was completely shocked when Paul
announced my name and called me up front to receive the award. My
coaches unanimously voted for me, and Suzie Elle also heaped on praise for
my efforts the first day with unloading the Alder Creek vans, mentioning
me being on my knees stacking and organizing cheese, lunch meats, bacon
and sausage into the main fridge.
As part of my award I received a Sweet Protection Strutter helmet.
Compared to my Shred Ready Fullcut, the Strutter is an order of magnitude
more comfortable and looks pretty cool, too.

Strutter helmet
by Sweet Protection’s

Another part of my award was an appropriately sized Wonder Woman onesie costume, cape included. The final
part of my award involved me donning both articles, ascending a picnic table, and posing for the crowd. I still
laugh out loud every time I think about that moment. I think several people captured it on video, but only this
copy has surfaced: https://www.facebook.com/Lumpywaters/videos/1969188669964918/?hc_ref=ARRuuRjYZkPn6RaHNpy-GUpew9YodkkYTIr0eAeG73in6FsX0lT367FaS1dNFZWmnw

Paul Kuthe, of Alder Creek, and Andy

Photos by
Suzie Elle of Alder Creek

I kept the outfit on for about half an hour until everyone had departed for their final classes. I checked in with
Marlene and Julie, bid them safe travels, and started the long drive back to Colorado. I don’t think I stopped
smiling until I had been back home and working for a few days.
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Like in an earlier article1, I once again found that infrequent or absent practice really does adversely affect
safety training. I’ve had a few complete First Aid classes in the last three decades, but the last one was five
years ago. I knew I needed to cool the burn I’d gotten on my wrist, but I made two mistakes:
1.

I waited too long.

2. I used ice, which usually makes things worse because it causes vasoconstriction and impedes healing.
Fortunately I avoided infection and the skin fully healed over the burn. I’m ready to get wet again while the
lakes are still soft or the pools are open. I’ve already booked my spot for next year and I will be ready to get out
into the rough stuff.
Lumpy Waters’ coaches have a broad background. Rob and Amanda were my favorites this year. Rob Yates was a
professional kayaker. He was a freestyler, then took up sea kayaking and then kept doing both. He is now on his
second or third life and career as a coaching professional and adventure sports business owner: http://robertyates.com/business-coaching/ and https://seattleadventuresports.com/
Amanda Cantal has a background in mental health, on top of her kayaking and wilderness leadership credentials:
https://aldercreek.com/about-us/staff-profiles/amanda-cantal/
Special mention is due Ben Fontenot and his wooden paddle business: http://www.bfpaddles.com
1

Andy’s article about doing CPR after a incident on the Poudre is in the 25-2b issue of The NEWS, Summer, 2017

EDITOR’S NOTE: Rich Ferguson went to Lumpy Waters shortly after the RMSKC trip to Lewis and
Shoshone Lakes in Yellowstone the summer of 2018. He sent this report as soon as he got back to
Colorado. I’m sorry it didn’t get published earlier.

RICHARD’S ACCOUNT, LUMPY WATERS 2018:
On Thursday, October 11, 2018, I flew to
Portland, rented a car, and drove to Pacific
City on the coast. It’s a resort town with a
haystack rock offshore and a nice beach
that’s a popular surf spot.
The weather was sunny, the waves small, and
the forecast was more of the same. This was
unusually good weather for Lumpy. However,
the water is always cold; dry suits are not
optional.
I had dinner at the Brewpub, and sat next to a
guy from Denver, who had been coming to
Lumpy Waters for years. He believes that
there is no bad weather, just inappropriate
clothing.

Pacific City Beach
by Richard Ferguson
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On Saturday, my morning class was led by Don Cheyette, Paddling on the Edge and Beyond. I managed to swim
during some of the bracing practice, no surprise.
The afternoon class was Fear to Fun in the Surf, led by Sev Piper. I learned some things, mostly that I had a lot
to learn. I got fairly physically beat up. For some reason, I kept having trouble releasing the spray skirt on my
rental boat when I swam, which was frightening.
It is hard to imagine getting even OK at surfing,
let alone good, when you live 1000 miles from
the coast. I probably will not pursue surfing.
However, it seems like a lack of surfing skill
would limit you in coastal travel.

Richard, with long-distance
kayaker Freya Hoffmeister

That night Freya Hoffmeister gave a talk on
her solo circumnavigation of South America.
She does her trips in pieces, a few months at a
time. She almost died at least once, including a
storm at Cape Horn that tried to blow her to
Antarctica, and she camped in some fairly nasty
places.

Freya keeps a lanyard connecting
her with her boat, which she thinks
is more critical than a life jacket; as
a solo paddler, she cannot afford to
be separated from her boat. She
uses no paper charts, just three
GPS units.
She is currently paddling several
months a year on a multi-year
circumnavigation of North America.
She shops at supermarkets! I do,
too1 and could not resist getting a
photo with her.

Kokatat’s raffle pile

What was my favorite part? The two expedition talks, and I won a dry bag and map case in the raffle.
Is Lumpy Waters worth the trip? Yes, for those who aspire to surf and tour on the coast. Most classes have
several instructors. Lumpy Waters is one of the premier sea kayak events in North America, and well worth
considering.
Would I go to Lumpy Waters again? Probably not. I will never get enough practice to really learn to surf and,
because I am not very physically flexible, kayak lessons are frustrating for me. The instructors ask me to do
things that I am unable to do. But I want to thank Andy McKenna for his encouragement and support, without
which I would never have considered Lumpy Waters.
1

Read Richard’s article about kayak camping meals that are readily available at any supermarket in the
26-2b issue of The Mountain Paddler, Fall 2018
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LUMPY WATERS, 2019
CHRIS DUVAL: I took all surfing classes
except for one rough water rescue class.
They were all awesome. The two teachers
I remember were Bill Vonnegut and James
Manke. They were both superb.

ANDY: On Friday I took Boat Control in
Conditions with Sean Morley and Barry

Walstead. Saturday morning I started in
Rough Water Rescues with Bill Vonnegut and
Bob Nash, but had to drop out after fifteen
minutes because I got motion sickness. Bob
escorted me back to the put-in.

Chris surfing his TideRace Xplore

After that I changed my track from rough water to calm water classes and I joined Boat Control Tour with
Jennifer Yearly, and on Sunday morning, Fun and Balance Games with Helen Wilson.

EDITOR’S NOTE: Thanks to Andrew Romanelli, Lumpy Waters’ Program Director, for his help. Most of the
photos in this article were used with permission from Alder Creek Kayak & Canoe, with some taken by RMSKC
members Marlene Pakish, Rich Ferguson and Andy McKenna; the ones on the next page are by Chris Duval.

Aerial view of participants
on the beach at Pacific City
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PACIFIC CITY’S

HAYSTACK ROCK

The Haystack Rock in these
photos, near Pacific City, is
almost a mile offshore.
There’s another Haystack Rock
on the Oregon coast, at Cannon
Beach. People think it’s bigger,
but it only looks that way because
it’s much closer to the shore.

Photos on this page by Chris Duval
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Members, please remember that we should all have a
laminated Emergency Information Card in our PFD
pocket when we’re on the water. Use this template
to create yours.
Also, boats need to have an orange Coast Guard label
with our contact information. Even when filled in with
waterproof marker, the writing stays on longer if you
protect it with a spray of clear lacquer before you
stick it in your cockpit. The second “phone” line should
have your address instead of another number.

EMERGENCY INFORMATION CARD
Name:
Address:
Emergency Contact:
Contact’s phone:
Relation of Contact:
Medical Insurance:
Prescribed Medications (name, dosage, frequency):



Medical Alert Conditions:
Medication Allergies:
Food Allergies:
Other Information:

STARTING TIME: “Starting time” means the time that everyone in the group will be in the water
ready to paddle. Be sure to arrive early enough to have your boat off the car, loaded and ready to
go by that time.

DAY PADDLES: Non-member guests may paddle with the Club on day paddles
if they sign an American Canoe Association Waiver and Release of Liability

form and pay the $5 ACA event fee. ACA members may join RMSKC day trips
if they provide a current ACA card; they must also sign a paper waiver naming
RMSKC at the put-in, but do not have to pay the event fee.

MULTI-DAY PADDLES: According to RMSKC policy, overnight and extended trips are open only to
club members; additional criteria for members’ participation may be included in the trip description
at the discretion of the trip leader.
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 AAA INFLATABLES (dry gear, clothing, PFDs)

3264 Larimer Street, Denver
303-296-2444
 CONFLUENCE KAYAKS

2301 7th Street, Denver
303-433-3676

 GOLDEN RIVER SPORTS

806 Washington Avenue, Golden
303-215-9386

DISCOUNTS
FOR

RMSKC
MEMBERS

 SEA KAYAK BAJA MEXICO

www.seakayakbajamexico.com
 COLUMBIA RIVER KAYAKING

Skamokawa, WA, an hour from Astoria, Oregon
www.columbiariverkayaking.com
 SUBURBAN TOPPERS - discounts for members on

all products: Yakima, Thule, Rhino-Rack, caps, etc.
5795 E Colfax Avenue, Denver
303-320-8677
 UNIVERSITY OF SEA KAYAKING - discounts for

classes offered through RMSCK
Wayne Horodowich
www.useakayak.org
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